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     Using Google Adwords, part 6 
     Check on Adwords performance 
     Evaluating effectiveness of Adworks  
 
 
   

 
  
Google has helpful and comprehensive (you may find it a little too comprehensive) 
reports to show you when, where and for how much your ads are running.  While I can't 
walk you through all the variables and what may be of interest to each of you, I can get 
you to the right place and hand you a few pointers.  

Log in to Adwords 
This is the same process and takes you to the same place as last week's message. (To 
remind yourself of this process see the "Log in to Adwords" instructions on the first 
page of last week's message.)  

Review the "Overview" information 
The first option in the left column is "Overview" which is also the default.  
• If that isn't what is chosen, click "Overview" at the top of the left column. 
• In the top left corner of the first "card" under the title Overview, there is a blue 

box "Clicks."  This tells you how many times someone clicked the link in your ad 
to go to your website OR clicked the phone number to automatically dial your 
school.  (This second option only happens if you set up the extension 
recommended in last week's message under "Call extensions."  

• Just to the right of "Clicks" in a red box is "Impressions." This is the number of 
times your ad was shown to someone when they searched on Google. 

• The next "card" down and on the left is "Keywords."  Here you can see:  
» What you have paid for ads triggered by each keyword,  
» How many times people then clicked on the link in your ad, and 
» "CTR," the Click Through Rate -- the percentage of people who saw your ad 

and then clicked on the link to your website or phone number.  The average 
for all Google Adwords is 2%--use that as a frame of reference for your CTR. 

• You can see other metrics such as what devices people are viewing your ad on 
(phone, tablet, computer), what times of the day and week are they seeing your 
ad, among other things. 
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Evaluate effectiveness  


